THE ASIANetwork DATABASE NEEDS YOUR INPUT

"I wonder if you could help me? I'm trying to compile a comprehensive list of all the colleges and universities in the United States that offer instruction in the Korean language. Do you have a list of ASIANetwork colleges in which Korean is taught?" This inquiry in April 1998 from Steve Rosse, University of Iowa, is typical of the questions asked of the ASIANetwork. (Our database revealed that Korean is taught at ASIANetwork member Green Mountain College.)

Please help us add information to the ASIANetwork database by completing this information form and returning it to Marianna McJimsey, ASIANetwork Executive Director, Colorado College, 14 E. Cache La Poudre, Colorado Springs, CO 80903; Fax: 719/389-6473; email: mmcjimsey@ColoradoCollege.edu. Thank you very much.

Name

College address

College phone number

Electronic mail address

Academic department

Areas of specialty relating to Asia

Publications

Syllabi you are willing to have published in the ASIANetwork Exchange